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VOLUME II_

GUIDE FOWiTHE DATA COLLECTION_CONTRACTOR

.

This Section of the IrchivlAgMethodology is concerned, with the role.. i

of data- collection contractorS in the archivingprocess. Their roleis dis=

cussed from three perspectives:

6 the nature of the relationship of the
;date collection-contractor, the project
officer, and the archivist;

the consideratiOnS eontractorspust make when
preparing data for archiving;

o the mechanisms facilitating the transfer of
information from the oobtractor to the archivist.

t

As Voluie I indicated, the project officer decides What should be arthiie

how much effort should be devotedto archiving it, d how the,infOrmati;en'.

in the final product farchive).is to,be,aisseminated The contractor and,

archiViSt.perform their work addOrding to these decisions; the final'product=

=the'data archive = conforms to the guidelines the project officer hat ettabliShed.

7
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7

The archivist dependS on the contractor to provide study (information 5ufficient

to document the study' data.

Preparing an.archive'dependt on a reciprocal relationship between the

data collection contractor andthe ArehiVist; Like any good working relation=
-

ship, this relationahip:deman& communicatiokbetween the parties involved.
4,. J

. - . .

The archivist stipulates the kinds of products required from the contractor

for the creation o± usable and appropriate documentation. In turn, the products

the contractor delivers must be surricientIy detailed andcomprehensivg to

describe the data cotIection effort adequately. To facilitite this cooperative,

;
effort, we will

the contraOt6r.

by the study.

discuss the materials to archivist generally requires .from

These include copies of all reports and tapes generated

INo issues are fundamental to understanding contractor requiremerKs
4

First- the materials needed are those expected fromi, and generated by; any

sound research and reporting activity. Second, the recording' of tht necessary
4

information sakes place throughout the course of the study.

The archivist does not ask the contractor for materials and idformation

peculiar to the archiving endeavor or superfluous to the research process.

. _

piing plan including todifidations.For example,,in requesting er'detailed
_

;

:made and proportions of the target population obtained, the archivitt is

asking for information that vitally affects ,the data., NorMally, the contractor

records this information as the study is being planned and as data C011eetion

proceeds, and later:incorporates it in the study reports. The contractor
w

provides this inforMation for the same'reason the archivist desires it:

the diata are affeeted by sampling designand obtained population.- Likewise,

-/rAider ofthe study reports and users Of a data archive seek this information

for the same purpose: to Understandowhat the data represent..



In reality, studiet do not always meet the ideal of sound research and

,reportingpractioes.Tothe-extexits. froth'thisideal,r
.1.

the archiviit must request "additional" pFoducts frouthe contra tor. /Welter,
.

in such cased, it s clear the. archivist is4cping the contractor more completely
, .

report the resear h conducted. AS a-result archiving process will affec t

the study beneficially. If contractors know the data.generated by:their
0

studies are to be archived, they will by encouraged to maintain logs arid
.

records accounting for study design modifications and data*anomalies..

Cooperation .between the contractor and the archivist results in not only

a useful repository for data, but=also'en improved research effort:
3

Before addretting.the requirements1 that archiving plate$ on the contractor,

We will reiterate and emphasize the ma points of theiscussion above

to'orient the contractor appropriately to the archiving process.

The archivist dependt on the contractor for all informatiOn
affecting the data.

Cooperation trom,the contractor indelivering.proauctsto the
archivist is essential to the creation of a thoroughly documented.
data archive. .

1^.

a

''Whenever in dbUbti the contractor should provide he archiVitt
with more rather than lesrstudy Information.

The information the contractor delivers to the archivist
is consistent with the requirements of good research conduct
and reporting;

'throughout the Study) contractors should carefully record all
deViations from the proposed methodology (i.e.) sampling plans,
obtained popaatignsj instrumentation,'eoding fraCtices,:etc,).

. In addition to the forMatiOn Of a data archiveithelioiq efforts.
of Contractor and arChiVitt Will help to improve the research
process by encouraging and making availablemore complete anal'
accurate account's of the study..

,,



.I. AN OVERVIEW OF CONnACTOR REQUIREMENTS

The. information the archiviat requires from the contractor is determined

4by a set of standards which have been diVeloped for the prepardtion of a .

data archive. These standards are described in detail in Volumes III and

IV of the ArchivincMethodolbat. Briefly, ihere,are three levels of archive

uocumentation: project, file, and programmer. The contractor's rble in data
6

archiving is focused on the project and file levels.

A. PROJECT-LEVEL DOCUMENTATION

Project - 'level doCumentation is the most global level; it is usually

An archive uper'S 'introduction to a specific data archive. The goal of project-

level documentation is to acquaint the4eAr, in a single volume, with the

study that generated the data in the'archive and to provide the reader with

such informatidn as

*-----750d its key results

;part of a pro:"ect.

;0

the study's purpose; its design,, its sampling strategy;

'It also describes all the subsiudies undertaken.as

Reading the prOjent;devel documentation will.help the

potential resegroher to dedide whether the study may;fit his/her needs.

To,produde an adequate project4level document, the arbhIViat requires
0'

the proposal and all overview documents generated by the,stUdy. Since documentation

atthis level is relitively general, very specific detaiIi of study medications
ti

are not required.. In fadt, a projectTlevel document would fail to fulfill

its primary purposenamely, to give the potential researchei' a general under

standing of thi study--if all specific data were included in it; This information ,

is'morf appropriately presented in_ the descriptions of the individUal file(a)

generated by the study.



FILD=LEVEL

If the project-IeveI document .suggpts that. the study fits a researcher's

needi s/he turns to the file-levelf.dOeumentati for more specific detail. _. r
-

A file.=Ievel document is writtet-for each separa data file or each group 'of

identically structured These documentS are the analyst's guides to

using the data files; UsUally, data generated bya single' instrument comprise

a single file. However; in the cAse'of an instrument administered three

'times, the data fAm each administration'maP reside on a separate physical

file. If each adminVtratpncproduced,theiSaMt data, a single filetlevel

doedment is sufficient. Separate file-leVOI Aoctmignts are required when

instruments differ substantially from one administration to another.

._
.

To produrce file-Ievel docum ents, the archivist requires precise information
4

. 1*.

about each flIe.m Often, a stugy.consists'of multiple. data collection efforts;

-IFor example, 41e EleMentary2ilucation.Voticher Demonstration (EEVD) surveyed. ,
,-parents, teachers, principals, etc. Each of these data collection efforts

relates to the overall purpose. of the EEVDin a slightly different way and

contributes to theansvers of the .overall r4siancli questionolf The archivist

must understand thete purposes and their relationship to the overall project

purpose in order to explain the data file, adequately.. detail is

required about all 'the remaining components Cf the file -bevel standard (unit

of observation, stal0,40.10 information, sampling and target populatiOn4

data cal-Anti-oh method, data anomalies, etc.).

The followtfig section will enlarge upon these general contractorre-

airell'ents and provide a fortal 'mechanism o;eid the contractor'in delivering

them to the archivist



II-. SPECIFIC-CONTRACTOR REQUIREMENTS

The process of data collection can be viewed chronologically; that is,

in terms of the conaiderations a contractor must make about a study Whife

it is being planned, initiated, and implemented and in retrospect When

it is completed; When a stud 's data are intended for a data archive, the

contractor must be ware that tht archivist is also interested in What is

occurring during each of these data collection phases. Again, we emphaSiie

that diese considerations normally occur in the course of =any research study,

t'regardless of Whether the data is to be archived. The'only "burden" archiving

places on the contractor is that of communicating these decisiont to- the

archivist.

_ _

CROSS - REFERENCED INFORMATION FORM (CRIF)

Although arChivingrequires little tP no additional work for the eon-

tractor; Other than the communication of study information to the archAt,

it is necessary for the contractor to utea mechanism'to facilitate such.

communication. We propose a "Croes4lefeitaded Information Form" (CRIF) be

used as this mechanism because it meets several criteria.

4 It has, been designed to provide the archivist with
all the information needed to reconstruct the study
on both the 'Project and file levels. .

Despite its comprehensiveness, CR/t is.a simpll form;
completing it will not deMand a great expenditure of the
tontractorstime and energy.

It is a clear, 'concise, easy-to-use
.formt which: lists and

asks the contractor for information On'a Set of elements-,
correspOnditig.to-aII phases-44' tht ttddy. The contractor
respondS by using CRIF to rer4r the arc hiVitt to
'certain pages of a study pUnidationi;,

4 -



The assumptions underIying,CRIF are that inforMation required to

'archive data can be found in the literature the study generated and that

the contractor is not beibatked for anything that does c:st already exist.,;

.The information required to cbmpIete the CRIF may come from many sources:

the original study proposal, quarterly or interim reports, OMB cIparance

statements; final reports, appendices; and other study documents. It is

important to note that the development of the documentation is the archivist's

role; the contractor is being asked to identify the location of the information

needed for thkdocumentation.

, At the beginning of the study, the archivist supplies the contractor,
.

4,

with copies of.different versions of'6IF. Consequently, the infol4mation

the archivisti9pquires will be'known the contractor far in advanee of

its due date. As the istudy progresses, the contractor can gradually complete
.

the CRIB. Ah' advantage of this approach is that it cantelp the contractor

determine if,alI the necessary information existsin the stUdy's reports
_

and documents; Used in this way9 CRIF is a iitefUl checkIi0 which not only
.%

supplies necessary information to 'the archivist but also reflects the essential

components of a research ttudy. If the contractor encounters great difficulty
: r

in competing the CRIF, this can be interpreted as an indication to the oonz'

tractor -that certain areas of the study have not been adequately discutsed

in study documehtsi orj more seriously; that certain essential research ton-
g .p.

siatrations have not been made. #

Several versions of CRIF appear in the next section. The'reader will

readily observe that the elements comprising CRIF are essential'compotients

.

of all'resdareh studies% CRIF does notAisrupt the nature of the process,

butiirather:reflects it taithfuny.

.16



Oh thenext few paged, we present Severalyersions of CRIF; .CUr reasons

for providing these versions relate to-the kinds of information the arbhivist

.needs from the contractor to generate project= and file-level do6Ciments.
i

The contractor cOmpletei both project=leVel and fiIe-leverCRIFs, indicating

Where relevant information may bt found. The file -level CRIF differs from_

the project -level CRIF becaFse more specific detail is needed for file-level

doduments. When the data af.chive is establiShed, researchers will use the

file-level documents in their work With separate files. To work effectively

with a'file, these researdhers will'need precise information about its contents),_
4

o source, and format.

In addition,, certain projects are overarching research endeavors;

.ectPtsed of multi- 71e substudies.' Such lar:ft-scale studies re';oire a 7ro!e:,

level CRIF appropriately organized -to present the location.of infor7satfon

caboutthe overall project and its component Substudies. Fore this reason, two

versions o th e project=level CRIF are given below.

1. CRIF: Single-Stud sjtsala

The single-study project CRIF ShOWn on the next page (Figure 1) is

relatively straightforward listing of study components. When the contractor.
0.

.,_ _ _

has cited the locations of information about each component, the archivist

haS the information required to generate a project -level document: The
;,..

. .

archivist will decide hoW tUdhinformation cited is necessary to explain the

project, adequately.

. CRIF: Pro'ects Consisting of Multiple SubstUdies r

_A_The version of CRIF shown in Figure 2 is used when the data being

O

archived represent large scale research project involvingtmore thaxi.ohe "related

11:



4- FIGURE 1

Cratfileferenned Inforiation For SiligIe_Study Projects.

SVdy Title:

Lodation

Dloctiment Pagel

Aa RationIe for Data Collection EffOrt

1;- Purpose(s) studs'

2. tpjoe research questions

3 HiStoricalftheoratidal background

4; Study hypOtheses

B. Study Design

Major study variables

C Method of Data ConectIon

D. Data Analysis

Major Findings





FIGURE 2

Cross - Referenced Information Forth: ProjectS_Contisting_oultiple Substudies
6

.

Study Title:

Rationale, for Project

1. Purpose(t) of project

2. Major research questiOht.1

3; Historicalithetiretidal background

4. Major hypotheses

Substudy

Substudy

Location

Document Page #

RatiOnale for Substudy

1. Relationship to Overall projedt

.2. Purpose(s) of substudy

B. Subitudy-Design

C. Method of Dita Collectitin

D. Data Analy4s'

E. Major Findings

13
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dy. By completing this form, the contractor tells the archivist where

in'the'projectliteratUre to find the information.nedeaSary to produce a

project-level docuMeht. .Such a document acquaintsthe reader with general

nformation about the project and the separate datacollection effOrta (sub-

stUdies) it encompasses. Items lettered I- K and A.= E are completed for each

substu within the project.

6

3. CRIfilticanrixt Files

The future archive user requires more precise information on the file level

because it is this documentation which will enable the user to actually work

with the data.. TpLe*XF for individual study files (Figure 3) reflects this

need for, greater specificay.

In this version of CRIF,.researsh components are organized under the three

.hecdingS: initial, ongoing; and post -data collection considerations. These

chronological distinctions are made to elicit facts about any deviations from
_

the original data collection plans.. As with the 'previous versions of the pRIF,

the contractor provides ohlythe location ot this information; it is up, to.

the ardhivist to interpret the information cited and aecide whit is needed to

geneehte a complete file-level document.

. -

B. DATA COLLECTION PROCESS CONSIDERATIONS,

This Methodology maintains the vieWpotInt that every decision made in data -

collection in some way affects the data themselves. The purpose of this section

is not to instruct the contractor in the conduct of research, but rather

to call the contractor's attention to certain issues critical to archiving

which are often neglected or treated haphazardly in study reports.

14
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FIGURE 3
6 ,

eroSsIReferenoed Informatibn_Forml:IndiVidUal Study F les

File I' K

Study Title:

File Title:

Location

Document Page #

I: Initial OonsiderationK

A, Rationale for Data Collection

1. Purpose(s) .

2; Relationship to_other atudy'fiIes
an4 to study as a whole

.

. Unit. Of Analysis
'P

C. Design of Idtrument

1. valic6i.5,

Reliability

Sample,Charactertistics

1. Size/characteristics of universe

2. 'Target pop eation

E. Sampling Strategy

F. Time Information

1; When?

2; Ho* often?

15



Location
ir

)1

II. Ongoing Study Considerations

Document .
.1.1S132_11

A: Time Information Modifications

114:: Sampling-SCrategy Modification;
4

C. Interviews!Jnusual Occurrences

D. Instrument Modifications

III. Post-Collection Considerations
,

A; Scale

B. Obtained Response

g
Coding Decisibns

D.. Data Editing/Cleaning

E. Weighting of Data



I'

k._
Tie following is.a brie description of the important elements in CRIF

. _ _ _ .

and an explanation of how these elements will assist future users of.the

archive. The elements are grouped chrohologically_into Initial study con-

siderations, ongoing collection considerations, and post-,collection considerations.

1. Initial Stud; Considerations

Information about initial-Study considerations are likely to be found

in the enabling legislation,_ the request for proposals (RFPs); the proposal,

the contract, and early status reports on the study, as well as in more "final"

documents; T hey include

rationale for data collection;

stUdydesign; :

instrument design;

i validity;

41 reliability;

4' Satple characteristics, size, target population;

sampling strategy;

4, time information.,

a. Rationale for Data Collection

4

Every data collection effort is designed to meet some expressed

purpose(s). The reasons) for Obtaihing the data should be stated clearly,4
.

specifying the historical andtheoi.etibalsbapkgroand oftlp issue under study:
r

The specific theoretical stance which guided the,StUdy and the hypotheses

it_ iested"are major consideratiOntAn constructing a comprehensive account

of 'why the data were colleoted:

17



b.', Study

%;.

The study deSign grows out of the specific theory being tested it

is a blueprint diagramming the way study vatiablea-idalte. These relationships

fort the theoretical model being tested. Theatudy design identifies the

variables -of interest or the independent/dependent .variables when appropriate.

The operational definitions of'study variables and the Unit f analysis can

also.be included here;

_Future archive users must be informed of the design of the study from

which the data originated, sinosuch information eXi5liina117074ankng of

the data in the context of the previous study.. This.information will asaist.
_ _ ..

the secondary analyst in detertining areas of theoretical weakness.a

c. Instrument Dtsigh

Usually' survey data are collected with some type of-data'oolleetion

instrument. Nor-survey data are obtiined using a form or the output of

an administrative system. It is important to archive users to know how. data

were generated andi'in the case of multiple administrations' to know what.

changes' if any' were made to these instruments over time.

d. Validity

A valid inst -ent is one which; in fact' measres what it pu7rports

to measure. Valid instruments are essential tools of sound research; There

are several types of validity; face, content; criterion7referencedt and

construct. Surveys are, most likely to strive only for face and

;content validity. The former type of validityrefers to the appearance of

the instrumentIthile the latter concerns the adequate, sampling of aqlearly.

specified subject area. Criterion-referenced validity eStablinhed when

4



an instrument is:shown to correlate well with other criteria of atraiti.

attitude, skill,,etc. Finally, construct validity 14 the tes4ing of the

underlying theory of an insteinoht., -0 the extent that the theory is up=.
4

held, an instrument is 'content valid:

Information about the validation procedures used an their outcomes en-
.

able.the futUre researcher determine if furthertesting is needed to establish
4 .

an instrument's validity. In cases where validation was not performed, future

1
users may perform their own:

e. Reliability -

I

Thexeliability of an instrument refers to its accuracy, precision,
-,

iand reiicabiIity as a measurement tool. As with validation procedures,

if reliability indices were conStructed, future users will be interested

in their results and the techniques used. Where several waves of data are

being. archived, the precision of. the measuring instrument must be taken Into
. . ;

account her comparing the results of One -adthinittration to those of another;

f. Sample Characteristics

Size characterlitios_of_therse. 'The universe is the population

O

from which a sample ii.drawn. Secondary analysts need this type of documentation

to help them generalizetheir resUltS to the correct popuIatfon4

Target TopUlaion; Ti I)s component describes the type of sample drawn,

'its important charaCteristics, and the reasons for'choosing it. The target

group represon the "goal" population toward which data collection efforts

strive. A thorough description of the target population acquaDits the archive

user with this group.

.11



g. Sampling Strategy
,

A sampling strategy is the specific selection criteria and methOdolOgy

used to draw ,a sample appropriate to a study's objectives.. The description

of thii strategy gives future rqsearchert an opportunity to evaluate the

sample's suitability for answering the research_queStions_the_study poses.

ow
h. Time Information

As pal of ,the Proposal and initial studAkconsiWoations, the contractor

prepares a data collection schedule. It specifies when the data will be

collecteCt.(thonth, season, Year) and ow often (once, many times, op,cOntinually).

The actual time of datacollection may explain some seasonal effects; the

frequency of data, collection can suggestpossibIe bias as a result of attrition

andior the possibility of correlated results owing to repeated meat-urea.

Data usually refer to a specific time period in dither the present

or past. This specific time period, the "data time frame; is not

always 'obvious, especially if attitude is beingmeasured. The data time

frame should be cIearIy'stated to users of the data; Often, a respondent

is asked to express a presentlytheld Attitude about some past event,

phenomena, object or person, for example, "How satisified are you with the

spedial services which your child received last year at school?" In such

cases, the time frame is considered present.

O

2.
e Ongoing Collection Considerations

'Ongoing.collection considerations might be called "modifications and

problems," since most of these considerationS be one important when, for

:practical reasonsi it is not feasible or possible to adhere to all of the

initial study considerations: Included i ongoing considerations are

at



..

-s time information modifications;

sampling strategy tOdifitetionel

interviews and, other unusual occurrences in data collection;

instrument modifications..

a. Tim Information Modifications

We discussed this factor as an Initial consideration; we discuss it

again here because the data Collection factors of "when?" and "how often?"
.

are sometimes a-concern throughout the collection process. Tiie schedules

are most likely to deviate' because segments of the target population are vs
f

difficult. to reach, interviews can take longer to administer than planned,

mailed questionnaires may be returned later than expected, and mazy other

interruptions can occur. Significant deviations from the proposed data

dollection schedule can profoundl Y. affect the/4;;1;ant data, especially

'deviations in ving a period of months or failure to conduct a proposed

wave of data collection.

b. SaMpling.Strategy Modifications

Studies can initially propose to draw a sample of: a certain size and

type and, later modify t erne. strategy. There may be any masons for

modification, among them, practical fabtorsi such as inability to contact

desired segments of the ,population,, or recognition.pat the original Sampling

plan was overly idealistic or excessively expensiVe An alternative sampling

strategy may be adopted because unanticipated substantive issues arLse which

require selecting new or larger set Of eespondents; The rationale for

employing a new or modified sampling strategy and a detailed description

of the.aIfernative strategy:,shOuld be included, since without.this information,
'%

21
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the archivist is unable to_adeivatelyconvey the rationale underlying the

data in. the ardhiVed file.

ii,'0.-,Intervievii and Other Unusual OdoWerences_in Data Collection

Interviewing is a common techhique for collepting data.; Unlike the

maned questionnaire which is a relatively controlled stimulus for response,.

the interview situation may encourage veriationi primarily because of inter-

viewer interference or bias. Interviewer bias can contribute Significantly
-

to response error and is difficult to control even With the mostideal training

'conditions.' The interpersonal reaction betWeen interviewer and respondent

is another factor which can inflUendi the nature of responses. -A heat of

Iother factOrs can affect the responses'obtained, among them, length of inter-
,

. .

view; convenience of interview appointment for reapondent; interviewer training

:

and experience; language competency of respondent; cultural charactrriStics

Of interviewer and respondent; relevanci of interview to respondent; and.

clarity of the questions asked.

Whenconducting a study which uses the interview for data collection,

the contractor must be aware of all of the above factors and carefully note

any factors which seem, to influence the data collection process. A useful

technique some Studies employ is to ask interviewers 6 report to a Super= -

visor periOdicaIly to discuss problems and any peculiarities encountered.
,,,-.../ .

.

in the set of interviews completed. Since such problems and peculiarities

are important to the archivist; contractors can instruct the supervisor to

maintain records of them: Here; as with other deiiveiabIesi'ithe contractor

can rely on the advipe_that it is better to provide the archivist With2!more

ratherthawleas" study inf6rMaiion. Although much of this information may:

not ultimately be 4.ndlUded in the archive it Will enable the archivist to

:make moremore informed decisions about what. is appropriate explanatory material.

a

22
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Any other unusual events or problems which occur during the data collection

process are of interest and shoUld be reCorded here. Internal events, such
as Staff-change or handing prOblems, may have a bearing oh data collidtion.

"External" occurences, such as strikeSi'. electilA4'communfty
activism, oN-.. ,_._. 4

ganizational changes, natural or economic disasters, a0d other -events in,

.% .
.the environment may be relevant to the issues' bedng investigated by the study.

d. Instrument MOdification

When a survey is. administered in Wavip, i%may,hesbme
evident that items3 i

in the data collection
instrument: -are 'aMbigittus

ortroublesome'tO,respondents
In additioni'isSUeS

are;subject,3o change, eapecially in longitudinal studieS
and'in large=.toaleenvironmental studies For these rea'sons, itemsgmay.be
deleted,revise or added. Since the instruments are the tools Which generate,
the data, it is:essential that all instrumen4-OodifiCations

belcltarly deSpribed.
An explanation tt.the rationale fdr.Changes in;:tht study instruments can'

help explain why the data may differ from administration to adminiStration.

Post,,,C011ection Cdnaideritions

These are the considerations made after the data have been collected.

They relate to how the data are to be analyzed to answer the rosearCh.questions.

Of course, all of theSt Considerations were Alto medein the beginning of
the study. However, the rditlity of the cAAIectead data may not tie consistent
with original ekpectations for it. Hehce, many of the following issues need

reconsideration; others arise for the first time:

scale;

obtairied response;

coding decisions;

ti



4r

4 data editing"and cleaning;

weighting of data;

analySis processes;

4 proposed techniques;

Indio; constructions

aCtUal statistical, techniquel;

data anomalies and limitatiOni;

major findingt;

file processing. consideratiCas.

a. Scale

O

Scale is the size of the data. There are two components of size:. 1) the
*

number of -casts, that is, the actual number of records on the file; and 2)

the number Cf variables collected, that is, the number of data fields each

record contains. Scale informatidll is important to the archivist, since'
:

secondaey,analysts anckeer usere of the archive will have to determine4

whether a file is an appropriate size for theie needs.

Obtained Response.

The descelption of the characteristics and size of tbe data'file can

*

'differ Substantially from the intended target population. The obtained

POptilatiw2 represents,the true content-5.°f the data file. The differences

'between the obtained and target populations most commonly occur because

of problems encountered in-data,collection Some typical problems are that
. .

iespondehts were not at home, they refused to participate, ;r questionnaires

Were mailed to-their old addreS666. Respondents _9#n.misinterpret questions
a .

which necessitate the removal of their resppnles from the sample.



All Significant discrepancies between the obtained arid. target populations
should be reported to the archivist.

This information Will help Altura re;;

searchers undeettand any bias to data due to nonresponse.

c. Ceding Decisions

Coding pradtitta and decisions &bait how to treat
Open-ended-responaa;

in particular, vitally affects the meaning of,the datajContractors
should

complete the appropriate sections of the CRIE ate- {fie the coding decisionS
are'made. If this is done, the archiVitt will not need to rely on the fading
memories or individuals involvedin the study and will not have to engage
in an'ex post factD accounting of shady deciSions; instead, the archivist
will receive complete "on the spot"' reports. It cannot beoverly emphasized
that contractors Should work on,the CRIE as the study progresses. Experience in
arehiving_has'shown that researchers, busy with present projects have great
difficulty remembering the details of studies in which they were previously5

ititaved;/.,

d. Data Editing' and Cleaning,

Data editing and eltaning consistency checks performed on data inaude
Syntactic and semantic checks and the Oputation of errors Or Missing
values., Syntactic checks concern, the form and

charactertistics of an individual
data field and insure that each field conforms to individually defined

characteristics: For example, if a SEX field were specified as alphabetical*
With acceptable values of ."Mi"."F," or "blank," a syntactic eheck would be
used to ascertain that no other Values appeared in the field; The semantic
check investigates relatignahips between two or more variables and insures
that data within a record -is donsistett and rieasonable; Thus, an example



of a semantic check would be. assuring that a student with a GRADVof 1 must,

have an AGE betWedh 4 and 8.

After errors or missing values

decide hOW they should be treated.

decision up to.theuser of the data

hare been 216ttctedi
the contractor must

The.contractor can choose to leaVe the

or to employ some sort of correction

procedure,
such-as_clerical-reviewretiffiiiiiiidence, reobaervation, or

automatic data corrections If new yalues or imputations have been used to
replaceold or missink values in the data; the contractor should cite in the
CRIF the location of this information in the study literature;

Future archive users require thit information in order to gauge the appro-'
priateness and the magnitude of the imputations made in the data.

Information on the checks performed on the data and their results will
1%.inform the archive user that the range of values is legitimate or tignal

the existence of problems within the data.

e. Weighting Of Data

During the course of the stttlyi the researcher may VIMh to estimate
population parameters or establith reIationshipt

requiring population para-
meters. Since samples often contaii; one or more substrata of the population
that have been over., or under-sampled,-

weights can be attigted to cases,
that is, some individuals may be weighed more or lett heavily to apkoximite
the characteristics of the population.

I

A particularly important .concern With weighting it secbildary analysis
is the popuiatioh for whom this weighting system was -(164100. The contractor

.

must clearlY indicate whether the weights-Aare intended for national.; state
or local estimates.

Future users of in archive containing data designed to obtain national

.estimates are .spared time and energy if they are informed of the weightitg



schemes employed in previous studies. HOWever, as populatiOn eharacteristieS
change over time, future users shoUld cautiously approadh previously used

weighting'sgh4mes, particularly if the schemes were developed several years
prior.

Analysis Process Considerations

As with the considerations made for data collection, the archivist is
interested not only in proposed data analysis techniques, but also deviations
from the initial analysis plans, Of particular importance to the.archivist

are auftalies found ,in the:data as a result of the analytic prOcee8. The

attUal,resuIts of data analysis are not of primary interest to the archivist

unless these results point to the existence of irregularities within the
gate.

The following is a description of the CRIF elements which apply to data'
analysis.

Proposed Technis,Liet,. Data analysis, in itc most general unage, involves
numerical description) esti,mation) and imforence with rogard to a;set of data,

.

Numerous.statistidal'techniqiies can be performed on a data set; They range in
.'complexity from simple'suOtary statistics, Ode-Sure of central tendency and

diSpersion, to more complex, multiple regression techniques. Regardless of
the technique employed, the ultimate purpose of data analysis is to answer
the questions posed by the research study.,

_ .

Knowledge of the types of statistical analyses planned for a data set
will enable future researchers to decide.if additional kinds of analyses
could be used to enrich and.extend the 'work of the original

contractor and
to provide.ftirtherinsights into the'data. Scrutiny of statistical techniques



can uncover possible misapplications of techniques and serve as a check on

the results of the original study.

Extensive descriptions of statistical methods used are not required,

since such information is of relativeW limited value to future users of
4

the archive. If users require detail about the statistical methods employed

in the study, this information can be obtained from the final study,report:

Index Construction. In addition to data analyses, the original researcher

team may build indicet which are measures resulting from the combination of

the values of several items or varfaVies. An index is usually a more
1.)

efficient gauge of a4construct than it a Single item Orvariable.

These data manipulations are importadt in a study, sine they explain

the'theoretical structure of the variables; As with data analysis, the

-indices employed should be described briefly; detaileltaccounts of these'

data manipulations are not required.

Actual Statistical Techniques Performed. During the course 9f a study,

additional analyses may be undertaken. This decigion may be made because

the results obtained usini the .initially proposed techniques suggest that

more analyses be perforthed4Or because the nature of the original expectations

about the data have,change&. To provide an accurate account of the ttatisticse:

used in the study,.information:about the deViations from the previously
- ,

planned techniques ate used.

Data Anomalies and UnitatIons. Problems and anomalies arising from

the data collection effort can indlfide incomPlete samples; anomalies in

.

the instrument or its accompanyingfinbtructions, add adjustments made to.
I

the data after collection. If problems; anomalies, and the Strategiet for

6..



treating them are not clearly explained, the result may be improper

pretation,of the data; Prqblems and anomalies can be uncovered during data

collection, editing, 'and cleaning or"as a result-of the data analysis

process; To proPerIy document the data for future archive users; the

archivist requires this information.

g- Major Findings

The findings of interest to the archivist are those indicating whether

or not the study supported the hypothesis. These findings are recounted in

the project-level documentation, which gives the potential user an overview

of the project. The significance of these findings and their.xelationship

to theory are not required by the archivist; Future researchers who desire

thig information can consult the final report cited in the bibliography

accompanying each study;


